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Eastonmade 12-22
ig Mike” Dzek took the
controls of Eastonmade’s
12-22 firewood splitter this
year. Mike has been in the
firewood business for
about 3-1/2 years and
owns two of their 22-28 splitters, so he
was a natural choice to run the smaller
12-22, fully outfitted with log lifter,
conveyor, and several wedge configurations.
The 12-22 is Eastonmade’s midsize
firewood splitter. Company owner
Andrew Easton says he chose to put
this one in the Shoot-Out because it
would be his company’s fastest
machine for the Shoot-Out, with a 4.9second cycle time. The Shoot-Out logs
may as well have been matchsticks for
the 12-hp Honda GX 390 engine and
22-gpm high-pressure hydraulic pump.
The optional 16-foot conveyor had its
own 5-hp Honda power supply, and
made a neat pile. In a firewood business, it would be useful in filling a
customer’s truck or trailer.
Mike started out with the smallest
pieces first, putting them through the
standard 6-way wedge, to get them out
of the way. A push on a pair of levers
engaged the autocycle, ramming the
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Manufacturer

Eastonmade
Wood Splitters
2728 Drummond
Concession 9A
Balderson, ON K0G 1A0
Canada
ph: 613/812-3213
www.eastonmade
woodsplitters.com

Machine Operator
Michael Dzek

Assistant
None

Time

4 min. 48 sec.

Cords Processed
0.17 Cords

Cords/Hour
2.1 Cords
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wood through the wedges, and automatically retracting the hydraulic piston for the next piece. While the splitter was busy with its task, Mike was
staging the next piece, ready to drop it
in the moment the machine was ready.
Matching the rhythm of the splitter’s
5-second cycle time, the splitter was in
constant motion. When he got to the
larger pieces, he made a quick wedge
change—so quick that he didn’t even
ask for a time-out—and finished up
the pile with the optional box wedge.
This V-shaped wedge shaved the firewood into uniform 4-inch square
blocks. After each pass, Mike pulled
the bolt of firewood back for another
until it had been reduced to firewoodsize pieces perfect for woodstoves or
fireplaces. While this was slower than
a single pass through the wedge, the
quality of the wood was excellent.
“When we went into it, we agreed that
we were going to take a little more
time and produce a good quality product,” Mike said. “There’s no point in
splitting firewood if people can’t get it
into their stoves. When you’re selling,
you’ve got to have a product that people want, something that’s a little bit
different. Quality control happens

®

right at the splitter.”
This philosophy has served
Mike well. A lot of the work he
does is for campsites, which gives
him a market during the off-heating season. “The wood produced
is the perfect size for that,” he
said. He operates two top-of-theline Eastonmade 22-28 splitters
and sells roughly 300 cords of
wood per year. Although these
machines are somewhat slower, the

extra power comes in handy working with the logs he gets from tree
services. Mike says that the
machine will split anything it can
lift. “I’ve split wood up to 52 inches in diameter, but I don’t recommend doing it every day,” he said.
“But I do a lot of wood in the 42inch-diameter range. You do need
to be in pretty good shape to be in
the firewood business,” he concluded. •

MACHINE
SPECS
Model .............................12-22
Power...........................12-hp
Honda GX 390
Cycle time....................4.9 sec.
Log loading ..............Hydraulic
Max firewood
length .............................24 in.
Options used.........Box wedge,
16-ft conveyor

The Best Products in the Industry
EFFICIENCY & PERFORMANCE FOR ALL
PHASES OF FIREWOOD PRODUCTION

SAMI PRODUCTS

PORTABLE
BAND SAW MILLS
“MORE SAW FOR LESS MONEY”

• AUTOSORTER

Automatically transfers
logs from log deck to
the AutoChopper

• AUTOCHOPPER

EZ Boardwalk 40

Manual or automatic
control of log advance,
cutting & splitting

• AUTOFACTORY

Combine the AutoChopper with the
AutoSorter for the

FULLY Automatic
Firewood Processor!

JMS LINE

• Log Grapple LOADERS

• 950 lbs. to 2,100 lbs. of lift capacity
• 9 ft. to 23 ft. reach

• On/Off Road Forestry TRAILERS
• 1.5 to 15 tons

Call Don Liebelt today!

715-360-6292

www.Firewood-Automation.com

• 20 ft. Track made from 6” Channel
(4’,6’, & 8’ Extensions available)
• Trailer Package available
• Cuts on an angle. Easy operation
• 4 Quick-Clamp Log Dogs
• Blade Lube included
• Cuts 40” x 16’6” Logs
• Spring Assist Lift

EZ Boardwalk
BAND SHARPENER
Semi-Automatic.
Simple & Easy to Use

Call for Pricing

www.ezboardwalk.com

Call 660-415-7800
FOR PRICING & BROCHURE

8218 SHELBY 366 EMDEN, MO. 63439
Delivery Available • NO SUNDAY CALLS

We also make
our own quality
LOG ARCHES

Dec 2018/Jan 2019 •
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